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STAVING ARTIST

For Staving Artist Woodwork, purveyor of customdesigned, artistic furniture, the name of the game is
evolution. Not only do co-owners Rachel Orlyk and Dan
Mitchell repurpose retired Finger Lakes wine barrels into
functional and beautiful new pieces, but their business
hasn’t stopped growing and developing.
“Dan had been creating furniture and decor pieces with
wine barrels long before we ever had a storefront, since
roughly 2006,” says Orlyk. “He thought it was a shame to
see used white oak barrels rotting away in driveways as
planters when there were so many other possibilities for
the wood.” That led to his first basement woodshop, later
followed by a shed purchased with an FLEDC loan.

CAPTURING COURAGE

SAVE THE DATES:
10/22/22 TRUNK OR
TREAT
11/5/22 FALL FESTIVAL
12/3/22 STARSHINE
2/25/23 ICE FESTIVAL

Orlyk and Mitchell opened their first storefront on Main
Street in 2017, selling their own artwork and ultimately
branching out to feature other artists. “We still create
much of what we sell, but we also work with dozens of
unique makers and artists,” Orlyk said. “We want to
surprise [our customers] with something they haven't
seen before and create an experience that feels special.”
The next years brought exciting opportunities and
daunting challenges. “Right before COVID temporarily
closed down our non-essential shop, we were presented
with the opportunity to move into a much larger
storefront, right on the same block. We were thrilled for
the larger space. It was also a bit of a scary move, since
we had no idea how our business or tourism in this
region would be impacted by the pandemic. In the end, it
was the best possible thing we could have done.” They’ve
been able to add items and ship online orders, and have
even expanded into a smaller satellite shop in the
Watkins Glen Harbor Hotel in July 2022.

Staving Artists Continued...
Orlyk and Mitchell were thrilled to open their flagship
store in downtown Penn Yan, citing the village’s support
for its local shops and the way that downtown
businesses cooperate with and uplift each other. But as
much as things evolve, the legacy of the past is
important too: “It's also a ‘full circle’ moment for us,
since Dan's father's [photography and frame] shop was
on this same block, and we are currently right next to
WFLR, the same station where my grandfather [Jim
Whiting] spent decades as an announcer,” Orlyk
explained.
Orlyk and Mitchell are encouraged by the trend they’re
seeing to shop on Main Street “and appreciate it
wholeheartedly when folks make an effort to shop local
for the holidays and year round,” she says. “In the coming
years we want to continue to grow as a destination.
We’re tickled when folks tell us they came from
Rochester, Ithaca, Corning, and beyond, just to visit our
shop. And when they get here, they’re blown away by the
entire town, which we love and are not at all surprised to
hear!”
Staving Artist Woodwork can be found at 101 Main Street
or online on Facebook and at stavingartist.com, and their
phone number is (315) 384-1110.

The Breast Cancer Confidence Project
A diagnosis of breast cancer brings about an onslaught of tests,
treatments and emotions. On every difficult part can be the many
changes one's body goes through - all of which take a significant
toll on a woman's self-image and confidence. The Breast Cancer
Confidence Project aims to help every fighter, survivor, and
previvor to love their bodies. We provide an online community
of support and events intended to help women impacted by
breast cancer to feel strong, beautiful and confident.
This October 30th, we are hosting our annual event, "Capturing
Courage," an opportunity for 20 local women impacted by
breast cancer to connect, share stories, and enhance self-image.
Using their choice of three unique photography options, we hope
to give them the opportunity to see in themselves their strength
and resilience, to see beauty in their scars and imperfections,
and to see just how amazing they are.

